Thanks to Our Convention Patrons

Century Club
(Contributed 10 Years or More)
- Adelman Law Office PC
- Alvarez & Gilbert
- Beer & Toone PC
- Bonneft Fairbourn Friedman & Balint PC
- Brown Law Firm
- Bryan Cave LLP
- Car michael & Powell PC
- Hon. Tom C. Cole
- Collins May Potenza Baran & Gillespie PC
- Corey & Kime PC
- Robert F. Crawford
- Crowe & Scott PA
- DeConcini McDonald Yetwin & Lacy PC
- Dominguez & Associates PC
- Farrell & Bromiel PC
- Fen nemore Craig PC
- Goldman & Goldman PC
- Gomez & Pettiti PC
- Goodman Law Firm PC
- Guel Ros enfeld PLC
- Walter L. Henderson
- Holloway Odegard Forrest Kelly & Kasparak PC
- Hufford & Horstman
- Jaburg & Wilk PC
- Jennings Haug & Cunningham LLP
- Jennings Strous & Salmon PLC
- Lewis & Roca PC
- David H. Lieberthal
- Low & Childers PC
- Mariscal Weeks McIntyre & Friedlander PA
- Daniel J. McAuliffe
- McEvoy Daniels & Darcy PC
- Terrence J. McGillucchini
- Mohr Hackett Pederson Blakeley & Randolph PC
- Murphy Lutey Schmitt & Fuchs PLLC
- Musgrove Drutz & Ka ck PC
- Ols on Jantsch & Bakker PA
- Perkins Cole Brown & Bain PC
- Quarles & Brady LLP
- Schnell & Wilmer LLP
- Step tore & Johnson LLP

Honored Patrons
(Contributed Last 5 Consecutive Years)
- Gary R. Blume
- Law Offices of Florence M. Bruemmer PC
- Thomas J. Davis
- Fromm Smith & Gadow PC
- Aris J. Gallios & Associates PC
- Greenberg Traurig LLP
- Hamilton Law Firm PC
- Jackson White PC
- Lang & Baker PLC
- Olson Jantsch & Bakker PA
- Jeffrey I. Ostreicher
- Phillips & Associates Law Offices
- Rose Law Firm PC
- Mark Rubin
- Dee-Dee Samet
- Lynden Steimel
- Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP
- Stom poly Stroud & Erickson PC
- Law Offices of Stone & Davis PC
- Brick P. Storts, III
- Thomas Thomas & Markson PC
- The Yaku la Law Firm PC
- Joseph H. Watson

Lorna E. Lockwood Patrons ($2,750)
- Bryan Cave LLP
- Fennemore Craig PC
- Greenberg Traurig LLP
- Gust Ros enfeld PLC
- Jennings Strous & Salmon PLC
- Lewis & Roca PC
- Mariscal Weeks McIntyre & Friedlander PA
- Perkins Cole Brown & Bain PA
- Quarles & Brady LLP
- Schnell & Wilmer LLP
- Steptoe & Johnson LLP

Hon. Walter Craig Patrons ($975)
- Chandler & Udall LLP
- Cheifetz Iannitelli Marcolini PC
- Curtis Goodwin Sullivan Udall & Schwab PLC
- Dodge Anderson Mabison Steiner Jones & Horowitz Ltd
- Holloway Odegard Forrest Kelly & Kasparak PC
- Jackson White PC
- Ryan Rapp & Underwood PLC
- Shughart Thomson & Kilroy PC
- Warner Angle Hallam Jackson & Formanek PLC

Hon. Valdemar A. Cordova Patrons ($550)
- Alco ck & Associates PC
- Card inal & Stachel
- Carmichael & Powell PC
- The Cavanagh Law Firm
- Collins May Potenza Baran & Gillespie PC
- DeConcini McDonal Yetwin & Lacy PC
- Ford & Harrison LLP
- Harper Christian Dichter & Grafl
- Hufford & Horstman
- Lang & Baker PLC
- Low & Childers PC
- Montoya Jimenez PA
- Murphy Lutey Schmitt & Fuchs PLLC
- Musgrove Drutz & Kack PC
- Olson Jantsch & Bakker PA
- Roshka DeWulf & Patten PLC
- Slossi Hud gins Struse & Freund PLC
- Thomas Thomas & Markson PC
- Thorsnes Bartolotta McGuire
- West brooks Law Firm

Hon. Mary Anne Richey Patrons ($250)
- Adelman Law Office PC
- Alvarez & Gilbert
- Beauchamp Law Office PC
- Beer & Toone PC
- Bluff & Associates PC
- Brown Law Firm
- Chester & Shein PC
- Corey & Kime PC
- Cunningham Mott PC
- Dominguez & Associates PC
- Farrell & Bron niel PC
- Fromm Smith & Gadow PC
- Aris J. Gallios & Associates PC
- Giberti & White PLC
- Gibson Nakamura & Green PLLC
- Goldman & Goldman PC
- Gomez & Pettiti PC

Hon. Thomas Tang Patrons ($1,500)
- Bonneft Fairbourn Friedman & Balint PC
- Burch & Cracchiolo PA
- DeFusco & Udelman PC
- Jaburg & Wilk PC
- Jennings Haug & Cunningham LLP
- Mohr Hackett Pederson Blakeley & Randolph PC
- Osborn Maledon PC
- Phillips & Associates Law Offices
- Sanders & Parks PC
- Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP
- Tiffany & Bosco PA

Hon. Thomas Tang Patrons ($5,800)
- Bonneft Fairbourn Friedman & Balint PC
- Burch & Cracchiolo PA
- DeFusco & Udelman PC
- Jaburg & Wilk PC
- Jennings Haug & Cunningham LLP
- Mohr Hackett Pederson Blakeley & Randolph PC
- Osborn Maledon PC
- Phillips & Associates Law Offices
- Sanders & Parks PC
- Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP
- Tiffany & Bosco PA

Hon. Mary Anne Richey Patrons ($250)
- Adelman Law Office PC
- Alvarez & Gilbert
- Beauchamp Law Office PC
- Beer & Toone PC
- Bluff & Associates PC
- Brown Law Firm
- Chester & Shein PC
- Corey & Kime PC
- Cunningham Mott PC
- Dominguez & Associates PC
- Farrell & Bron niel PC
- Fromm Smith & Gadow PC
- Aris J. Gallios & Associates PC
- Giberti & White PLC
- Gibson Nakamura & Green PLLC
- Goldman & Goldman PC
- Gomez & Pettiti PC
Incoming Board of Governors

Newly elected members are in bold. Front row (L to R): Michael J. Crawford, Abbe M. Goncharsky (YLD President), Stephen M. Dichter, Jim D. Smith, Daniel J. McAlliffe (President), Joseph A. Kanefield (Secretary-Treasurer), Diane L. Drain

Center row: Roger H. Contreras, Bryan B. Chambers, Amelia Craig Cramer, Alan P. Bayham, Jr. (Second Vice President), Edward F. Novak (President-Elect), Bennie R. Click (Public Member), H. Leslie Hall, Virginia Herrera-Gonzales, Frank Barriga (Public Member), Foster Roberson, Fernando Gonzales (Public Member)

Back row: Alex Jamison (Public Member), Richard T. Platt, Raymond A. Hanna (First Vice President), Whitney Cunningham, Richard Coffinger, David K. Byers (At-Large Member), Paul W. Ahler (At-Large Member)

Not pictured: Dee-Dee Samet, Steven P. Sherick, Toni M. Massaro (Ex-Officio Member), Patricia White (Ex-Officio Member), Hon. Andrew Hurwitz (Supreme Court Board Liaison)
Award Winners

Presented at the annual convention, June 27–30, by then-State Bar President Jimmie D. Smith. For more convention photos, go to www.myazbar.org

Lynda C. Shely

JAMES A. WALSH
OUTSTANDING JURIST AWARD

HON. C. KIMBALL ROSE (deceased)
Grant Kimball Rose and Carol Rose accepting

TOM KARAS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE AWARD

MICHAEL B. SCOTT (deceased)
Tom Crowe accepting

PAUL K. CHARLTON
MICHAEL C. CUDAHY CRIMINAL JUSTICE AWARD

RANDALL M. HOWE
DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC LAWYER AWARD

PATRICK J. SCHNEIDER
DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC LAWYER AWARD

KERRY G. WANGBERG
CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD—PUBLIC LAWYER

HON. JAMES G. BLAKE
JUDICIAL AWARD OF EXCELLENCE—PUBLIC LAWYER

MARI VALENZUELA
COMMITTEE ON MINORITIES AND WOMEN IN THE LAW AWARD

MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD

KERRY G. WANGBERG
Gary Verburg accepting

HON. JAMES G. BLAKE

MARI VALENZUELA
Award Winners

YLD COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
W. LaNelle Owens

OUTSTANDING YOUNG LAWYER AWARD
Elizabeth S. Hill

HON. JOHN R. STICHT EXCELLENCE IN DISABILITIES ACCESSIBILITY AWARD
Pima County Attorney’s Office
Barbara LaWall and Amelia Craig Cramer accepting

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION AWARD
Christina Cabanillas

AWARD OF SPECIAL MERIT
Hon. Gary E. Donahoe

AWARD OF SPECIAL MERIT
Theodore Campagnolo

Not pictured:
SHARON A. FULLMER LEGAL AID ATTORNEY OF THE YEAR AWARD
Anthony L. Young

AWARD OF APPRECIATION (NON-LAWYER)
Matthew Silverman

PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Michael Allen Berch

PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Michael L. Gallagher